Simulation of angular and energy distributions of the PTB beta secondary standard.
Calculations and measurements have been performed to assess radiation doses delivered by the PTB Secondary Standard that employs 147Pm, 204Tl, and 90Sr:90Y sources in prescribed geometries, and features "beam-flattening" filters to assure uniformity of delivered doses within a 5-cm radius of the axis from source to detector plane. Three-dimensional, coupled, electron-photon Monte Carlo calculations, accounting for transmission through the source encapsulation and backscattering from the source mounting, led to energy spectra and angular distributions of electrons penetrating the source encapsulation that were used in the representation of pseudo sources of electrons for subsequent transport through the atmosphere, filters, and detectors. Calculations were supplemented by measurements made using bare LiF TLD chips on a thick polymethyl methacrylate phantom. Measurements using the 204Tl and 90Sr:90Y sources revealed that, even in the absence of the beam-flattening filters, delivered dose rates were very uniform radially. Dosimeter response functions (TLD:skin dose ratios) were calculated and confirmed experimentally for all three beta-particle sources and for bare LiF TLDs ranging in mass thickness from 10 to 235 mg cm-2.